Weathered Oak

- Individually cast logs
- Hand painted
- Cement Refractory with Re-Enforced Steel Fiber

www.grandcanyongaslogs.com
The Arizona Weathered Oak is Grand Canyon Gas Logs premier log set out. All of our logs are cast from real logs found in nature and then hand painted to bring to life the natural beauty. All of our products tell a story and the stories that are behind the creation of this set are no different. 40 years ago a young Utah boy was hiking through the Red Vermillion Cliffs on the Southern side of Utah when he and his family came across a scrub Oak that had been struck down by Mother Nature. The sheer essence and beauty of this lightning struck Oak would leave a lifelong lasting impression in this young boys mind. It wasn’t until October of 2011 that this Scrub Oak was rediscovered lying in the same spot that it had been 40 years earlier and even more beautiful than ever. The Utah boy now a man with a family of his own backpacked the logs of the fallen oak out of the canyon to be enjoyed in your home today.